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All gauges work including gas gauge and speedometer. The truck did have factory Air
Conditioning and a Slant Six engine. Ontario, Canada Ownership. Currently driven only on
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drives. Custom built rear bumper, Wiper and washers work, all lights and signals working,
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pad is mint. Windshield is excellent, no cracks in any of the glass. Windows roll down,
passenger one is a little stiff. Needs interior light fixed. Dash lights work good. Never any holes
in the body. Truly a great survivor truck for 46 years old. Emergency brakes also works perfect.
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integrity and strength, allowing the material to bend, move, and return to shape even under
tension forces. Made in USA The product is 70 mil in thickness, contains a high temperature
adhesive backing, and is easy to trim and fit. The rubberized compound is applied with the high
temperature adhesive to absorb all those out of control noises. This heat shield set offers spark
plug wires and boots the ultimate protection from conductive and radiant heat. These
dual-purpose sleeves enhance performance, reduce misfires, extend plug wire life and will not
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high-temperature engine This new silicone-coated fiberglass fire sleeving is designed to protect
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truck, Lot You might say that Dodge just played the long game wrong. They introduced the
second generation of Dodge Ds in , two years before Chevy and Ford would introduce their
models. But when the C10 and F were introduced, the D all of a sudden looked antiquated in
comparison. That put Dodge on the run. In , Dodge decided to make some changes, likely in
response to the market. Cleaner door-panel trim, woodgrain dashboards and even color-keyed
seat belts were all available. By then, however, the competition was far more appealing. Dodge
just made the move too late. That brings up the obvious question: What makes these trucks
desirable today? A comparable C10 or F will always fetch more money, and there a
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re a lot of those on the market to choose from. Interestingly enough, though, the sheer number
of GM and Ford trucks out there is part of the reason why Dodges are popular with some
buyers. Ds are cheap. On top of that, Dodge trucks are just different. Anyone can go to their
local car show and see a half-dozen C10s. At that same show, a Dodge stands out from the
crowd. As a custom-truck builder, the motivation may have been simple: Make it cool. But if it
was for resale, then modifying the truck past stock would give it a higher profile. The paint is
simple. The other tricks, such as the independent front suspension, are an upgrade made for
better handling and, arguably, safety. Bottom line: Is this a good deal? Fans of these trucks
tend to want the earlier years, pre So on the one hand, the seller here made out pretty well,
although one has to consider how much was spent on modifications. And when compared to
the values of C10s and Fs done to the same level, it was a really good deal.

